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Spring is simply stunning. Colors in all sorts of shades are found all around. They are found in nature, animals, and even in the changing weather patterns. Colors are pleasing to the sense of sight and are a wondrous blessing to behold when experiencing the world around us. Crayola has been inspired by spring and its colors and has gifted their crayons with beautiful names to represent their true vibrance. Spring time is a time for bright blue bird eggs and radiant flowers. It’s a time for green plants and prismatic rainbows. It’s a wonderful time to be alive.

This book is the perfect book for spring time reading with little ones. Preschool children and primary aged children will enjoy this colorful book. The full color photographs are absolutely beautiful and set the mood for spring. The Crayola company also does a great job of showcasing their crayons without being overbearing. They also share tips for drawing and creating texture in art which is great for little artists. This is just a sweet, simple book that stimulates happiness and gratefulness for the beauty of spring.
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